
IMPROPER MULTIPLE INTEGRALS

BY

R. G. D. RICHARDSON*

Introduction.

This paper is a continuation of a recent article by Professor Pierfont in this

journal.f In that article attention is called to the fact that two methods for

defining improper multiple integrals are available ; J one being that ordinarily

followed ; the other, that due to de la Vallée-Poussin. In the present paper

the theory will be developed from the latter point of view.

It is useful at the outset to introduce a notation that will obviate the difficulty

that might arise from confusing the integrals defined by these different methods.

Where any doubt is possible we shall denote ¡| by J the integral defined by the

ordinary process, and by V that obtained by following the method of de la

Vallée-Poussin. It is evident at a glance that the integral V may, in all

cases, be proved absolutely convergent. At the time of writing his article,

Professor Pierpont had not been able to prove that his generalized integral J

must necessarily be absolutely convergent, and hence a more general treatment

seemed possible by following the older method of definition. We shall show in

§ 1 that the integral J is absolutely convergent. The discussion in the paper

cited above may then be considerably simplified. After the definition in § 2 of

the improper multiple integral V, it is proved that the existence of either J or V

is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the other, and that

both methods lead to the same result. In § 3 various tests for the convergence

of singular integrals are outlined.

In this paper we shall regard the field of integration as limited. In a later

paper various conditions for continuity, inversion of the order of integration,

and reduction of multiple integrals to multiply iterated integrals will be dis-

cussed for both finite and infinite fields. In general it will be assumed that,

in any partial aggregate in which the integrand is limited, the integral exists.

•Presented to the Sooiety (New York), December 2H, 1905. Received for publication

February 5, 1906.
transactions of the American Mathematical Sooiety, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 153-

174.
t Loo. oit., p. 153, ? 1.
II The letters J and V are chosen to suggest respectively the names of the authors, Jordan and

Vallée-Poussin, who introduced these methods for less general cases.
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In nearly all cases, however, the reasoning will hold for an upper or a lower

integral. In any instance where the notation is not explained, the reader is

referred to the paper cited above, or to a recent treatise* on the theory of func-

tions by the same author.

§ 1. Absolute convergence of the integrals defined by the first method.

Before attacking the main problem we must prove some preliminary theorems.

When the proof is simple, details are sometimes omitted.

Theorem 1. Let f be a limited function of m variables xx, x2, ■•-,xm

defined over a limited aggregate 21.    Let C be a constant.    Then

f(/+C)= ff+ fc.
t/31 t/M t/31 •

This follows at once from the relation max (f+C)= maxf 4- C in any cell

8K of the division A.

Theorem 2. Letfl= 0 6e limited and defined overa limited aggregate 21.

Let 23 and © 6e partial aggregates of 31, not necessarily unmixed, such that

21 = 33 4- 6.    Then

«/!< «/¡B t/(S

For, 2l6 = 2J{ 4- 6a.    Hence if MK is the maximum of f in the cell 8K,

» * 15

Passing to the limit 8 = 0, the theorem is proved.

Theorem 3. Let 23 6e any limited aggregate, and 6 a partial aggregate

of 23. If any improper limiting points of 6 lie in 23, adjoin them to 6 and

call the resulting agqregate C. Let A,, A2, • • • be a series of superimposed

divisions lohose norms 8X, 82, • • • converge to zero. Denote by 23« all points

of 23 lying in those cells of A, which contain at least one point of C. Since

23« contains C we may write 23« = G + BK.    Then

1°.  The aggregates Bx, B2, • • • are such that B   . = Bn.

2°.  The aggregates Bx, B2, •• ■ have no point in common.

3°. Limn=„£„=0.

To prove Io note that, since the divisions are superimposed, each aggregate

23„_, contains at least all of 23„. As C does not change with the division,

B   ,äfi.
»I—1 n

Suppose now Bx, B2, ■ • ■ have a point P in common; Pcannot be a limiting

point of C, for P lies in Bx and hence in 23, and in 23.   But all limiting points

* Lectures on the Theory of Functions of Beat Variables, vol. 1, Ginn & Co. (1905). This will

be referred to as Lectures.
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of C lying in 23, lie in C and cannot therefore be in any BK. Hence for p suf-

ficiently small, no point of C and hence no point of ($ lies in DAP)*, the

domain of P of norm p. Now if i» be taken sufficiently large, every point of

that cell of the division An, n = p, containing the point P must be entirely

within D?(P). But this cell contains at least one point of 6, which is a contra-

diction.    The theorem 2° then follows.

To prove 3°, we assume on the contrary, liinB=q0 B„ = ß > 0. Then

Bx = B2=---^ß; i. e., there are points in common to this series, no matter

how great n is taken.    This contradicts 2°, and the theorem is proved.

Theorem 4. Letf be a limited function defined over a limited aggregate 21.

Let 23 6e a partial aggregate of 21 such that 23 = 21. Let f be positive

in 23, and negative or zero elsewhere in 21.     Then

Every cell containing a point of 21 contains a point of 23, for otherwise

23<2T.    Hence

f/= lim £ MJK = lim £ MK8K = Cf.

Theorem 5. Let f be limited and defined over a limited aggregate 21.

Let 23 denote the points of 21 where f~> 0. Let g =fin 23 and let g = 0 at

other p>oints of 2t.    Then

For let A be a division of space of norm 8. Let o\ denote cells containing

points of 23, while BK denotes cells containing points of 2t but none of 23. Then,

since gK = 0,

Eízo—ZízA + EízA^/A.
il î>

Passing to limit 8 = 0, the theorem is proved.

It is now possible to prove the main theorem, which is a generalization of

theorem 21.f There it is proved for relatively measurable fields ; here all

restrictions on the field are removed.

Theorem 6. Let f(xx,x2, ■■ -, xn) be defined over any limited aggregate

21.    If

ff,        ff
are both convergent, they are absolutely convergent.

* For further definition of the symbol, see Ltctures, p. 153.

t Loc. cit., p. 164.
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Let
g =f when /> 0,        g = 0 when /= 0

and
h=— /when/<0,    A = 0when/S0.

Then \f\ = g + h. The upper integral of \f\ will be convergent if the upper

integrals of g and h converge. We shall show first that for e > 0 we can find

8 > 0, such that, if 23 is an aggregate exterior to the aggregate I of singular

points, and 23 < B then

(1) f«/»9\ <e-
»  I

By theorem 5 * we can take 8 such that, if 23« is a partial unmixed aggregate

of 23,

c

(2) \ff\ <r

Denote by 6 the points of 23 where /> 0. Adjoin to G all its improper limit-

ing points and call the resulting aggregate C. Then f C = (E. Let A,, A2,

be a set of superimposed divisions whose norms converge to zero. Denote by

23« all points of 23 in the cells of A« which contain at least one point of G.

Then 23, = G 4 BK. Choose a constant M such that/4- M> 0 for all points

of 23.    Then by theorem 1

(3) f(f+M)-Cf+fjf.

Also by theorem 2 and Lectures, § 729, 6,

C(f+M) = C(f+M) = C(f+M)+C(f+M),
Jc «/*« Jc JsK

or

(4) 0= C(f-rM)-  C(f+M)= f(f+M).
Similarly

(5) o ̂  Cm- f m= Cm.
«/ji« Je «AS«

From theorem 3, v may be chosen so large that for n = p, Bn is less than any

assigned quantity.    Hence

<6) LM<'r f,y+M>
e

3

* Loc. cit., p. 159.

t Lectures, p. 522, § 715.
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Subtracting (4) and (5) and using (6) and (3), we have

2e
(?) \ff-ff

I »As»        Jc
and by use of (2),

(8) fcf<e.
But by theorems 4 and 5,

(9) f/- f/=  f *
*/e «/e «/e

Finally from (8) and (9),

f?<«-
In an analogous manner it is shown' that

h < e.

Then

f l/l « ft/I- C(9 + h)<2e.
c/s */S) */©

§2.-4 second method for defining improper multiple integrals.

Criteria for convergence.

The method followed in this new definition has as its foundation an outline

given by de la Vallée-Poussin.* Although the increase in the number of

variables is an extension, the chief generalization is in regard to the field.

While he expressly assumes that the contour in two dimensions is a curve

C which is cut but a finite number of times by a line parallel to one of the

axes, we put no conditions whatever on the boundary, except to assume that it

is of content zero.

Until it has been proved that the integral defined by this method is identical

with that discussed in § 1, the symbols J and V will be used for the integrals

defined by the first and second methods ; later, this auxiliary notation will be

unnecessary.

If f is both positive and negative in 21, we define new functions as follows :

<p=0 when/SO, <¿>=/when/>0
and

^=0 when/SO,        f = \f\ when /< 0.

»Journal de Mathématiques, ser. 4, vol. 8 (1S92), p. 421.
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Then f = cf> — yfr. Take X,, X2 arbitrarily large and define the auxiliary func-

tions o5Al, i/rA.,.

«K, =  4>  f0r  <t>  < *•!» &,  =   \  f0F <t>  =  \
and

1/rA2 = 1/rfor^<\2,        ^ = Xj for f = \.

The corresponding function of _/* will be denoted by the symbol fx . = o!>Ai — i/rA„.

For any X, and X2, the function fkl)li possesses an integral (definite, upper, or

lower) and is a function of xx, • • •, xm and of the parameters X,, X2.    If now

li"1      V*/AiA5
Aj = » ,  Ao = «

exists and is finite, we shall define our integral of f as follows :

Km   V./^-V,/.*
Ai, A« = 00

Theorem 7. Lelf = 0 6e integrable in 21. Xe¿ 23 6e a partial aggregate

of%.    Then the integral over 23 exists and

For anyy"A we know the integral over 23 exists ; and

▼./a = V,/a < ▼,•/.

The expression on the left is a monotone increasing function of X and is limited

by the expression on the right which is constant. Hence the integral over 23

converges.

Three other theorems are stated below ; the proof of each consists of a simple

passage to the limit.

Theorem 8. Let 23 and 6 6e unmixed partial aggregates of 21, 23 4- 6 = 21.

If fis integrable in 23 and in 6, then V3(i/'= "Vvf+ VSi/\

Theorem 9. Let f and g be integrable in 21. Then f-\- g is integrable in

2lr/ncZV,(/4-a)=V;i/4-Vila.

Theorem 10.    Let f= 0, g = 0 6e two functions integrable in 21.     Then

T«(/Ty)ays.Vr

* As an illustration of the nietho Is used in this definition, we may calculate the volume of the

solid generated by turning the Witch of Agnesi, z1 = 4a1(Qa — y)ly, about its asymptote as axis.

Here 31 is a circle in the xy-plane having its center at the origin. The function which we inte-

grate to find the volume has an infinite discontinuity at the origin. Pass planes parallel to the

ay-plane at the distances ?., above and ?.2 below. The volume of this truncated solid may be

computed by integrating /a, a»,

V* '»,». = 4^1 + ^ tan-' ¿ + ^--^ 4 4«»x tan- g¿.

Passing to the limit for ?.,, \ = oo, we get 4?r2n3 as the volume of the solid.
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Theorem 11.    In order that the integral of f exist, it is necessary and suf-

ficient that the integrals of ep and f exist.

With the notation y^ A  = <f>k  — f A ,

I Va,as - v/A3A41 <|,       | v/AlA2 - v/A3A51 <g,     (\, >„ »„ h, h>*)■

By subtraction,

I Va* - V/^l = | V^ - V^ - V4>A3 -f T*J = \Y+M - Vf Ao| < e.

Hence Vf exists.    Similarly V<£ exists and the condition is necessary.

To prove the sufficiency of the condition we have, by theorems 9 and 10,

V (ep + f ) = V ef> 4- Vf = VcpK. Now from this relation it is evident that V<£A

is a limited monotone function. Then Yep exists, and in a like manner it is

shown that Vf exists.

Theorem 12. In order that the integral Vf exist, it is necessary and suf-

ficient that y\f\ exist.

Since f=cf> — f and | f\ = ep 4- f, this follows at once from the preceding

theorem.

Theorem 13. In order that Va</ 6e convergent it is necessary and suf-

ficient that, given e > 0, we can find 8 > 0, such that | Va _/' | < e,for 23 < B,

where 23 is a partial aggregate of 21.

It is necessary. For take X so large that 0 < Vgl/I — V„|y|A < e/2 and

a fortiori

(1) 0"8|/|-Va|/U-<!.

Since now X is fixed and \fL is a limited function, choose 23 so small that

(2) 0 = VS|/|A<^.

Adding (1) and (2)

!▼./! *▼../! <«•

The proof that the condition is sufficient offers no special difficulty.

Theorem 14. Let 23,, 232, • • • 6e partial aggregates of 21 smcA that

limB=<e 23„ = 21. If Vjjyi does not increase indefinitely when n becomes

infinite, the integral of f over 21 is absolutely convergent.

Theorem 15. Let 'Si be a limited aggregate and 23 a partial aggregate of

2Í, mixed or unmixed.    If the integral of f exists in 21 it exists in 23-

Since f is integrable in 21 it is absolutely integrable. From theorem 7 it is

evident that the integral of | f | exists in 23. Hence / is integrable by the-

orem 12.*

* The various properties of integrals may be derived with great facility for the generalized

integral by using this new definition.    In many cases both definitions may be used in the same
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Having developed these criteria for the integrals V, the relation to those*

defined by Professor Pierpont may now be investigated.

Theorem 16. If the improper multiple integral J exists, then V exists and

J = V.

Assume first thaty = 0. Then, by definition, there exists a division of norm

S such that

osja,i/=j3(/-jäs/<e.

Now,/is limited in 2Iä and we can take X so great thaty< X in 2lä.    Then

*Hf- V*a/a - 0,        OS Z,.J- V,,,/A < e.

Adding and using theorem 8,

osjrt/~v,/A<«.
Hence V exists and J = V.

In case y < 0, similar reasoning applies. If f is both positive and negative

in 21, set/= ep — f as above.    Then

*»<*> = ▼*<*>>        Jilf = VÄf.

Subtracting and using theorem 9, we obtain 39f= V^y.

Theorem 17.    IfV exists, then J exists and V = J.

Assume as in the preceding theorem, f = 0. The other cases present no new

difficulty.    By definition we can find X0 so great that for each X > X0, X' > X0,

(I) Va/= V,j/X 4- ▼«/*» + e (0<«'SJ«).

This relation holds for all divisions A since 21 s and 3t4, are unmixed aggregates.

Fix X, and take a fixed division A of norm 8 so small that

.(2) ▼«;<!•

Choose further, X' greater than the maximum of f in 2la.    Then

(8)_ VHA' = hef-

problem to great advantage. In general the proof consista in a simple passage to the limit.

Space will permit the statement of a few properties only. Io. Let f( x ) 5* 31 in a measurable

field%. then V«/>if3l. 2°. GiwnO< 31 2/ for all points of 21. If f is integrable, then \\f
is integrable. 3o. Letf be integrable in % and let g be integrable and have one sign. If g is numer-

ically less than some fixed number 31, then \ 7s fg | = 31 \ Vs/1. 4°. Let f and g be integrable in 3Í

and have no point of infinite discontinuity in common. Then fg is integrable. 5°. If fz^g, then

V/^Vj. 6°. Let f be integrable in 21 and not negative, while g is limited and integrable. Let 6

denote a mean value ot g. Then Va/j = 0T;i/. 7°. Let f be.integrable and not negative. Let g

be a continuous function of xx, • • •, x„. Let xx, ■ • •, xm be continuous functions of a parameter

Then g = ♦ ( t ) and V/ ■ g = * ( I ) V/ where t is a mean value of t.

* Loo. cit., p. 158.
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From (1), (2), and (3),

v*/-V<«
and the theorem is established.

§ 3.  Tests for convergence of singular integrals.

In many cases, the problem in regard to an integral is solved when it is deter-

mined whether, in the neighborhood of certain points, the integral converges.

Any method which will obviate the laborious process of a direct integration will

have considerable application in practical work. Various tests may be devised

for the generalized integral under discussion, some of which are given here.

Method I.    If

-*AiA»  =     I   ./AiA.

maybe developed by Taylor's expansion (in finite form or otherwise)

4a,- w,(»„ • ••,*„)] + A-r'o^*,,..., *„,)] +...

where ept and f t are limited functions, independent of X, and X2, the folloic-

ing criterion may at once be icritten down.

If nx > 0, or n„ > 0, 7A)A„ diverges ;

if », = 0, and n„ = 0, I..  converges*

Method II. Let f be regular, except in the neighborhood of an isolated

point a = (ax, ■ ■ -, am). Around the point describe an m-dimensional sphere

of radius r. On the surface of the sphere suppose that the maximum of the

absolute value of the function is M. Suppose further that p. is an exponent

which, for all values of r as small as we choose, gives the relation Mr* < G,

where G is a constant. If now p, < m, the function is integrable. If Mr* > G

and p = in, the function is not integrable.

Effect a change of variables } by means of the generalized polar transforma-

*In calculating the volume of the solid generated by turning the Witch about its asymptote

as axis, §2, the expression obtained for h¡\„ may be developed either in finite or infinite form,

7a,a2 = 4a>ir* + /-i ( y,,«- ) + ?7J( V«3-2 ) + ■•• + ''V ( ¥«'« ) + K' { '>5-2 ) + ••••

Since M| = 0, », -- 0, 7aiA2 converges.

t The equations are

x, = p cos W,, ¡r, = i> sin ", cos 0t, x, = p sin 0, sin 0, cos #3, • ■ ■

jr„_i = p sin Sx sin », • • • sin W,„_, cos W,„_i, x,„ = o sin 0, sin W, • • • sin 6m-¡ sin fl,»_i ;

where »«-i varies from 0 to 2~, ",, "„ • • -, H„_., from 0 to ¡r, and p from 0 to oo.
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tion.    Denote by r and r, radii of two concentric spheres about a, and by 23 the

aggregate contained in the hollow shell.    By a simple computation

J,!/1 S       2ATßTT~  ^ ( 2 )    lf » 1S eVen'

., 8 G [>•"-" — rp1]       1     / ir

= 8l»~7 777^172' " ñ^Tt ^ 2

Suppose now p, <m.    Then for j-, <.r,

lim  f|/|=0,

and this is a sufficient condition for the convergence of the integral.

To establish the second half of this test it is sufficient to notice that if

n = pL and G, is a constant

fl/l>*i.
By theorem 13 the integral diverges.

As a generalization of a test used in integrals of functions of one variable,

we get another important test ; from another point of view it may be considered

as a special case of method II.

Method III. Let a = ( a,, • • ■, an) be an isolated point of infinite discon-

tinuity off(xx, ■ • •, xn ). Let M> 0 be a constant and p,x,-- -, p.mbe a series

of exponents each less than unity.    If

(|*,~«.l)w(|*,-«*|)w-"(l*.-*.l)''-|/(*)|<^

for x in V4(a)* (the vicinity of a of norm 8), then fis integrable.

Yale Univeksity, New Haven,

December, 1905.

* For explanation of notation see Lectures, § 250, 1.

. (K-1J/2

if n is odd.


